CUPA STONE, THE EXPERTS IN NATURAL STONE. A CUPA GROUP COMPANY WITH MORE THAN 80 YEARS IN STONE BUSINESS INDUSTRY. CUPA STONE HAS ITS OWN QUARRIES AND EXPORTS TO MORE THAN 60 COUNTRIES WORLDWIDE.

THE R&D DEPARTMENT OF CUPA GROUP HAS DEVELOPED A RANGE OF PREMOUNTED PANELS IN ORDER TO MAKE THE NATURAL STONE PRODUCTS MORE ACCESSIBLE TO THE MOST CUTTING-EDGE PROJECTS.

STONEPANEL™: INDOOR AND OUTDOOR

STONEPANEL™ is an innovative system, created and patented by CUPA GROUP, that can be used for any type of exterior and interior natural stone wall cladding application.

Each panel is composed by natural stone pieces, mounted on a cement base and reinforced with lightweight glass fiber. Moreover, thanks to its patented anchor system, STONEPANEL™ is certified and guaranteed for outdoor use.

STONEPANEL™ has been certified by the most prestigious European organizations: United Kingdom (BBA-Agrément Certificates), France (CSTB-Avis Technique) and Germany (DIBT-ABZ). Furthermore, STONEPANEL™ has passed the frost resistance and durability tests.

The panels are ‘S’-shaped to avoid visible joints and manufactured in our standard size 60x20 cm, different thickness available depending on model.
STONEPANEL™ is the most efficient, safe, aesthetic and the highest quality constructive solution that can be used for any type of natural stone wall cladding.

+ MORE EFFICIENT
- Simple and quick installation 10 times faster than traditional masonry (placing rate average 15 m²/day).
- More profitable: virtually non-existent product waste. Natural Stone products are more durable than other cladding materials.
- STONEPANEL™ installation requires no skilled labor or machinery.

+ SAFER
- The incorporated mechanical anchor of STONEPANEL™, made of stainless steel, enables the installation of natural stone panel on surfaces higher than two meters.
- Strong and uniform cement base ensures adherence.

+ HIGH QUALITY
- Manufacturing processes are continually monitored by the R&D Department of CUPA GROUP.
- A great selection of natural stone by the experts of CUPA STONE.
- Special pieces are available, such as corners (solid, straight end, double end or for windows), coverings and other complementary solutions.

+ MORE AESTHETIC
- ‘S’-shaped to avoid visible joints, in order to enhance the external look of any project.
- A wide range of natural stone panels with different colors and finishes.
- Beauty and exclusiveness of the natural stone: each piece is unique.

NATURAL STONE PANEL CERTIFIED FOR EXTERIORS. STONEPANEL™, THE ORIGINAL

INTRODUCING STONEPANEL™ PREMIUM LINE
A Premium Collection Focusing on European Design & Production

Brand new references
Made in Europe
Faster delivery times
By reducing transportation emissions, we reduce environmental impact

DO YOU WANT TO USE STONEPANEL™ IN YOUR FUTURE PROJECTS?
VIEW THE RESULTS IN ADVANCED ON THE CUPA STONE VISUALIZER
www.cupastone.com
INFERCOA
Dark-toned, natural slate extracted directly from our quarry in Portugal. Rustic and natural in appearance. Natural oxidation.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding.
Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-4.5 cm

Options
Long and short corners

Reference
2000052056

SAINT YRIEIX
Brown and orange toned stone, with bright appearance. Its texture combines fine and bright layers with thicker and darker ones.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding.
Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3.5-4.5 cm

Options
Long and short corners. Special pieces: on demand.

Reference
2000049493
DORÉ
Golden quartzite with brown and grey tones, that creates an elegant and bright look for modern and rustic projects.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-4 cm

Options
Long and short corners. Special pieces: on demand.

Reference
2000053543

SABBIA
Cream colored travertine with golden ruts and earth tones. Simply the brightest STONEPANEL™.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-4 cm

Options
Long and short corners. Special pieces: on demand.

Reference
2000053546
SALVORA
Brown reddish slate combined with darker and lighter tones. An original combination for contemporary homes.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-4 cm

Options
Long and short corners. Special pieces: on demand.

Reference
2000053551

MULTICOLOR
Brown reddish slate combined with darker and lighter tones, an original combination for contemporary homes.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-5 cm

Options
Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

Reference
2000000989
MULTICOLOR THIN SET SLATE

Red and brown thin set slate. It is an original composition for contemporary and modern interiors.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-4.5 cm

Options
Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

Reference
2000045837

BLACK SLATE

Traditional black slate, with dark blue tones, arranged in blocks that transmits a natural, strong and sober style.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-4 cm

Options
Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

Reference
2000000986
**JET DARK THIN SET**

Traditional black slate, with dark and blue tones, ideal for a strong, elegant and unique style.

**Applications**
- Interior and exterior cladding.
- Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

**Standard measure**
- 60 x 20 x 2-4.5 cm

**Options**
- Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

**Reference**
- 2000051696

---

**ORIENT**

Golden quartzite with brown and grey tones, that creates an elegant and bright look for modern and rustic projects.

**Applications**
- Interior and exterior cladding.
- Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

**Standard measure**
- 60 x 20 x 3-4 cm

**Options**
- Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

**Reference**
- 2000000976
SAHARA

Multicolor gneiss with brown and grey tones. Sober and rustic, it brings great warmth and timelessness to any wall or facade.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-5 cm

Options
Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

Reference
2000000992

NORDIC RIBE

A natural grey quartzite with blue tones gives a sense of freshness and brightness to simple and renovated spaces.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-5 cm

Options
Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

Reference
2000041606
Sylvestre

Very light and uniform gneiss with a rustic finish. It is perfect to decorate facades or walls with a traditional touch.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-5 cm

Options
Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

Reference
2000000994

Marina

Sandstone panel, with a clair tone, an homogeneous composition and a fine rustic finish. It’s perfect for facades with a traditional touch.

Applications
Interior and exterior cladding. Incorporated mechanical anchor for installation on surfaces higher than two meters.

Standard measure
60 x 20 x 3-5 cm

Options
Massive corners and special pieces upon demand

Reference
2000048463
STONEPANEL™ is an innovative cladding system of preassembled panels of natural stone, created and patented by CUPA GROUP and manufactured exclusively by CUPA STONE.